Fly Me to the Moon
Chord Melody (more involved/advanced version)

Key of Eb

Try this in lower keys such as Am, Bbm, or Bm.
"Fly Me to the Moon" - key of Eb, Advanced ver. - Ted Greene Arrangement, p.2

other words, hold my hand!

In other words, darling

[See p. 5 for alternate chords here.]
"Fly Me to the Moon" - key of Eb, Advanced ver. - Ted Greene Arrangement, p. 3

Fill my heart with song, and let me sing forevermore.

you are all I long for all I worship and adore.
other words, please be add melodies

true! In

other words I love you!
Fly Me to the Moon" - key of Eb, Advanced ver. - Ted Greene Arrangement, p. 5

2.

33 oth - er words, please be

true

35 In

37 oth - er words, I love

[Alternate chords for measure 15:]
Only in low keys.

[Leave as is, or resolve to some kind of Eb major chord.]